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Queequeg's Tomahawk: A Cultural Biography, 1750-1900
Abstract
Since the colonial era, the tomahawk has served as a symbol of Indian savagery in American arts and literature.
The pipe tomahawk, however, tells a different story. From its backcountry origins as a trade good to its
customization as a diplomatic device, this object facilitated European-Indian exchange, giving tangible form to
spoken metaphors for war, peace, and alliance. The production, distribution, and use of the pipe tomahawk
also illustrated contrasting Indian and European notions of value and utility in material objects, exposing the
limits of such goods in promoting cross-cultural mediation and understanding.
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 In the opening chapters of Moby Dick, Ishmael takes notice of several objects in 
Queequeg's possession that signify the savagery of their owner.  The harpooner from the South 
Seas carries with him embalmed heads from New Zealand and a small black idol.  Equally 
impressive to Ishmael is Queequeg’s tomahawk, which he encounters when the two characters 
meet for the first time in the room they are forced to share at the Spouter Inn.  Ishmael had 
already retired for the night when Queequeg returned to the room, unaware of his new bedfellow. 
 While Queequeg prepared for bed in the dark, Ishmael lay awake, wondering how to address 
him: 
 
But the interval I spent in deliberating what to say was a fatal one.  Taking up his 
tomahawk from the table, he examined the head of it for an instant, and then 
holding it to the light, with his mouth at the handle, he puffed out great clouds of 
tobacco smoke.  The next moment the light was extinguished, and this wild 
cannibal, tomahawk between his teeth, sprang into bed with me. 
 
Ishmael called out for the landlord while a surprised Queequeg brandished the lighted tomahawk 
over his head.  The innkeeper intervened, and Ishmael and Quequeeg came to an 
accommodation.  “Landlord,” Ishmael said, “tell him to stash his tomahawk there, or pipe, or 
whatever you call it; tell him to stop smoking, in short, and I will turn in with him.  But I don’t 
fancy having a man smoking in bed with me.  It’s dangerous.  Besides, I ain’t insured.” 
 Despite his initial fright, Ishmael soon grew fond of both Queequeg and his tomahawk.  
As the two men plied the docks looking for work, they shared meals and stories, often passing 
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Queequeg’s tomahawk--or as Ishmael called it, “that wild pipe of his”--between them.  These 
shared smokes developed into an easy intimacy between the two.  “If there yet lurked any ice of 
indifference towards me in the Pagan’s breast,” Ishmael stated after one such exchange, “this 
pleasant, genial smoke we had, soon thawed it out, and left us cronies.”  Ishmael no longer 
protested when Queequeg smoked in their room, “For now I liked nothing better than to have 
Queequeg smoking by me, even in bed, because he seemed to be full of such serene household 
joy then.”  But neither could Ishmael shake the sense of danger conveyed by the tomahawk, and 
he marveled at the genius of an object that had for its owner “both brained his foes and soothed 
his soul.”1 
 No other artifact associated with the European-Indian encounter has contributed as much 
to the racist stereotyping of Indians as the tomahawk.  Since the colonial era, writers and artists 
have used the raised tomahawk as symbolic shorthand for the Indian warrior's primitive bloodlust 
and his providential extermination at the hands of a superior civilization, a narrative famously 
conveyed by Horatio Greenough's Jacksonian-Era sculpture for the U.S. Capitol, The Rescue 
Party (figure 1).2  Even in our supposedly more enlightened times, the tomahawk remains a 
symbol of a kind of lawlessness and mayhem distinctly associated with the Indian, whether of 
Hollywood or Major League Baseball vintage.  Melville’s depiction of Queequeg’s tomahawk is 
thankfully more nuanced.  In its first appearance, as the unsuspecting Queequeg hops into bed 
with the frightened Ishmael, it accentuates the cultural distance between these strangers.  In 
subsequent appearances, the tomahawk facilitates Ishmael’s and Queequeg’s growing friendship, 
challenging the presumed cultural dichotomy that it first represented and serving as a springboard 
for Ishmael’s ruminations on their common humanity.  When Ishmael confesses his fondness for 
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Queequeg’s smoking in bed, the tomahawk ceases to connote impending harm and instead 
becomes an emblem of domestic comfort.  In Melville’s able hands, Queequeg’s tomahawk 
embodies civility as well as savagery, peace as well as conflict, between cultural opposites.3  
Queequeg wielded a particular kind of tomahawk, a combined smoking and striking 
device known as a pipe tomahawk (figure 2).  Created to serve two functions, this object was 
naturally suited for the dual symbolism Melville invested in it.  Raised by its owner over the head 
of another, it conveyed a message of impending violence; passed between them, it meant peace 
and friendship.  The pipe tomahawk emerged from obscure origins a century before the 
publication of Moby-Dick, mostly likely the product of backcountry blacksmiths who used their 
technological skills to alter trade hatchets so that they better suited the tastes and aesthetics of 
their Indian customers.  During the Seven Years' War, production and distribution of this object 
increased as a result of the British crown’s effort to arm its Indian allies.  Indians may have 
acquired the pipe tomahawk as a weapon, but they also put it to use in their material culture as a 
tool and smoking device.  By the late eighteenth century, this hybrid product of the fur trade held 
meaning on both sides of the cultural divide as an object of diplomacy used to symbolize alliance 
and authority, as well as to give tangible form to spoken metaphors for war (“taking up the 
hatchet”) and peace (“smoking the peace pipe”).  Its form and use continued to evolve well into 
the nineteenth century, as its ceremonial meaning gradually supplanted it practical uses as a tool 
and weapon.   
In the same year that Melville published Moby-Dick, Lewis Henry Morgan described the 
pipe tomahawk as synonymous with Indians in his pioneering work of American anthropology, 
The League of the Iroquois.  According to Morgan, the words  “tomahawk” and “Indian” had 
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become “apparently inseparable,” and he noted that the choicer examples “are surmounted by a 
pipe bowl, and have a perforated handle, that may answer the double purpose of ornament and 
use.”4  In the time since Melville's and Morgan's books, however, Americans have erased the 
pipe bowl from this object in their cultural memory, preferring instead to concentrate on the 
blade.  If the image of the tomahawk in American arts and literature is one of irredeemable 
Indian savagery, it is because American culture has chosen to ignore Queequeg's version of the 
tomahawk in favor of its plainer but less ambiguous cousin, the trade hatchet.  To reconstruct the 
cultural biography of the pipe tomahawk--that is, the story of its origins, exchange, and use by 
the people who ascribed it value--is to challenge that prevailing narrative with one that 
recognizes the role this object played in mediating European-Indian relations.5   
In its form and functions, the pipe tomahawk fused Native American and European 
cultures, creating a physical artifact out of the process of creative adaptation that Richard White 
has dubbed the "middle ground."  Like the system of intercultural trade and diplomacy in the 
Great Lakes region that White examined, the pipe tomahawk originated in acts of negotiation and 
exchange between Indians and Europeans occupying contested terrain, each side seeking to 
extract something of value from the other but lacking the power to do so by force.6  From the 
start, Indians and Europeans had different uses for the pipe tomahawk and attached different 
meanings to it, but each side found the pipe tomahawk useful in dealing with and making sense 
of the other.  This object illuminates where the material and metaphorical dimensions of the 
middle ground merged, creating not only new meanings for old objects, but even entirely new 
objects.  The pipe tomahawk also reveals the negative impact that such objects could have on 
intercultural relations.  As with guns and alcohol, the pipe tomahawk became in European eyes a 
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good that symbolized a particular kind of menace associated with Native Americans that justified 
their exclusion from the rest of society.7  Objects that brought people together on the middle 
ground also had the potential to drive them apart, and over its long career, the use of the pipe 
tomahawk in word, image, and action contributed to the racial marginalization of Indians in 
American society. 
Scholars of material culture have long recognized that the meaning of goods can change 
and vary according to the cultural context of their production, exchange, and use.  In the realm of 
European-Indian relations, such insights have shifted analysis of the fur trade and diplomacy 
away from studies of acculturation, emphasizing the Indians' rapid assimilation and dependence 
on European technology, toward studies of transculturation, or the hybridity in goods and their 
meanings created by intercultural exchange.8  The pipe tomahawk exhibited such hybridity.  It 
was what anthropologist Nicholas Thomas has called an “entangled object”: a physical 
embodiment of the differing ways in which colonizers and colonized perceived each other.9  
Europeans regarded it as a weapon, souvenir, and collector's item.  Indians used it as a tool, grave 
good, and symbol of prestige.  Both groups invested it with significance as an object of 
diplomacy.  Unlike the more common trade hatchet, its symbolic legacy was not one-
dimensional; it embodied the innovations, accommodations, and contradictions that arose from 
the collision of native and colonial peoples in North America.  
 
Origins of the Pipe Tomahawk 
 
 The pipe tomahawk was a product of negotiation between Indians and colonists involved 
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in the eighteenth-century fur trade, but those commercial origins were quickly overshadowed by 
its association with racial violence during the Seven Years' War.  Any attempt to pinpoint its 
origin must begin with the problem of nomenclature.  The words "tomahawk" and "hatchet" were 
used interchangeably in early America, and neither was reserved exclusively for the combined 
striking/smoking device described in Moby Dick or Morgan's League of the Iroquois.  Colonists 
derived “tomahawk” from the language of coastal Algonquian Indians in early seventeenth-
century Virginia.  They used it to refer to any Indian striking tool, whether of European or native 
manufacture, including stone axes, ball-headed war clubs, and iron trade hatchets.10  By the time 
of Melville and Morgan, “tomahawk” was a general term that included, but was not limited to, 
the particular variant that doubled as a pipe.  Thus, tracking references to “hatchets” and 
“tomahawks” in textual sources does little to indicate when and where the particular innovation 
of attaching pipe bowls to such items occurred. 
 Previous scholars have dated the origin of the pipe tomahawk to before 1710, but this 
argument rests on two suspect pieces of visual evidence: the portraits of a group of Indians 
commonly known as the four Indian kings who visited London in 1710 and an engraving of King 
Philip, the Wampanoag Indian who led a war against the New England colonies in 1675-76.  
Each of the four Indian kings had his portrait painted, and in all four, a small hatchet appears at 
the subject’s feet.  The hatchet's blade is flared at both ends and a small flange protrudes opposite 
the blade.  In a seminal 1946 article on Indian tomahawks, Arthur Woodward concluded that this 
object was a pipe tomahawk.  Close examination, however, shows no conclusive resemblance 
between the flange opposite the hatchet's blade and a pipe bowl.  Furthermore, the double-flared 
design of the hatchet blade in the portraits of the Indian kings bears no resemblance to extant 
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examples of eighteenth-century pipe tomahawks.11  The second piece of suspect evidence is an 
engraving of King Philip that Woodward attributed to a book published in Boston in 1716, 
Entertaining Passages relating to Philip’s War.  But this engraving did not appear in the 1716 
edition of that book; Paul Revere completed it for a 1772 reprint published in Newport, Rhode 
Island.12  Revere had no image of Philip taken from life on which to base his portrait, so he 
borrowed Philip’s pose, costume, and accoutrements—including the hatchet at his feet--from the 
1710 portraits of the Indian kings.  Revere borrowed the background, which includes an Indian 
smoking a pipe tomahawk, from a 1766 engraving by Benjamin West.13  Following Woodward's 
lead, other scholars have dated the pipe tomahawk's origins between 1675 and 1710, but there 
exists no corroborating evidence in textual or archaeological sources for this claim.14 
The archaeological record presents better, but still inconclusive, evidence about the 
origins of this object.  The majority of extant examples of pipe tomahawks in museum and 
private collections date to the nineteenth century.  Museum cataloging on some pieces attributed 
to the eighteenth century refers to items "plowed up" on farms, "washed out" of river banks, or 
"found" by amateur collectors.15  The precise dating of such artifacts is of course difficult.  More 
useful are pieces professionally excavated from burial sites that can be dated by the presence of 
other grave goods or their proximity to documented Indian communities.  The earliest such 
reliable find comes from the Seneca Huntoon site near Canadaigua, New York, inhabited 
between 1710 and the 1740s (figure 3). 16  Exactly where within that timeline this particular 
artifact falls is open to question, although a mid-point would place it in the late 1720s. 
References gleaned from textual sources suggest that the Seneca site artifact and the 
origins of the pipe tomahawk in general may be more properly dated to the 1740s.  Treaty records 
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and traders’ accounts from the first half of the eighteenth century often included lists of 
manufactured trade goods given to Indians as presents.  Such lists referred to hatchets (typically 
small enough to be held and thrown with one hand), axes (larger than hatchets and suitable for 
felling trees), and pipes (of Dutch or English manufacture), but none prior to the 1750s 
mentioned pipe tomahawks.17  The earliest unmistakable textual reference to pipe tomahawks 
can be dated to 1748.  It comes from the journal of German Moravian bishop Johannes von 
Watteville, who along with three other Moravian clergymen visited the Indian town of Shamokin 
in Pennsylvania’s Susquehanna Valley in fall 1748.  Entries in von Watteville’s journal during 
this visit include notes on conversations between the Moravians and the Oneida headman 
Shickellamy, who acted as a broker between the town’s inhabitants and neighboring colonists.  
The topic of conversation was a blacksmith named Anton Schmidt, whom the Moravians 
sponsored to work in Shamokin upon the request of Shickellamy.  Schmidt had agreed to make 
guns and hatchets for the Indians' warriors free of charge, but if they wanted other goods, “for 
example, the new-fashioned pipes,” they, like the other Indians, would have to pay for them.  In a 
subsequent conversation, the Moravians and Shickellamy discussed how much Schmidt would 
charge “for the tobacco pipes with an attached hatchet, (which are presently the new fashion 
among the Indians).”18  In 1978-1979, an archaeological excavation at the site of Shamokin 
uncovered the foundation of the smithy established there in 1747; one of the items recovered was 
the smoking bowl of a pipe tomahawk.19  Another early example of an iron pipe tomahawk was 
recovered from a Delaware Indian burial site in Mercer County in western Pennsylvania, dated 
circa 1750.20 
Von Watteville’s journal and the archaeological finds at the Shamokin, Huntoon, and 
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Mercer County sites offer some important clues about where and how the pipe tomahawk 
originated.  First, this item was new to the inhabitants of Shamokin in 1748.  Second, a local 
blacksmith manufactured it in response to Indian demand.  That blacksmith was himself an 
object of negotiation between the Moravians and Indians at Shamokin.  Schmidt arrived in the 
village in July 1747 and was constantly employed in mending the guns and iron tools of Indians, 
many of whom traveled a great distance for his services.  They complained when he refused to 
extend credit or to take anything but deerskins as payment.  When Moravians discussed the 
Shamokin mission with Shickellamy, the terms upon which Schmidt would remain in the village 
were an important topic.21  While the evidence is not sufficient to claim that Schmidt invented 
the pipe tomahawk, it does indicate that his production of this object resulted from local 
negotiation between Indians and colonists present in Shamokin. 
Shamokin was a likely place for such an innovation to gain currency.  Indians from the 
north and the south passed through the village on military, diplomatic, and trading ventures 
between Canada and the Carolinas, and its population was an amalgam of Indian peoples from 
coastal and interior parts of the mid-Atlantic region.22  The fact that a blacksmith lived and 
worked there meant that Indians could directly influence the design of goods intended for them, 
rather than merely accept or reject what an eastern trader supplied.  Furthermore, the social 
geography of Shamokin created a rough parity between colonial and native interests that 
demanded negotiation.  Neither side in this exchange could act unilaterally: the Indians relied too 
heavily on the blacksmith to force their terms upon him, and the Moravians' influence among the 
Indians was too tenuous to ignore their complaints about the blacksmith's practices.  Schmidt 
appears to have been a bit of a free agent himself, generating some extra income on the side by 
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exchanging iron goods for deerskins.  His pipe tomahawks appealed to his customers because of 
their novelty (as indicated by the reference to them as "the new fashion among the Indians" in 
von Watteville's journal), but his terms for making them had to be negotiated via diplomatic 
councils between the Moravians and Shickellamy.  The pipe tomahawks in question were 
simultaneously commodities and objects of diplomacy, their value and purpose differing 
depending upon the perspective of those involved in their production and exchange: Schmidt, his 
Indian customers, Shickellamy, and the missionaries. 
Other early textual references to pipe tomahawks indicate that by the mid-1750s, their 
distribution had broadened along the Virginia and Pennsylvania backcountry as a result of this 
commercial-diplomatic symbiosis between frontier blacksmiths, traders, and Indians.  Fur trader 
and blacksmith John Fraser, who maintained a forge and storehouse in backcountry 
Pennsylvania, included “4 Dozen Pipe Tomyhawks” valued at 12 shillings each on his inventory 
of goods lost when the French and their Indian allies seized his stock after the Battle of Great 
Meadows in 1754.23  In September 1756, George Mason sent to George Washington a list of 
trade goods for the Catawba and Cherokee Indians on Virginia's frontier that included "pipe 
Tom-Hawks."24  Though fleeting, these early references to pipe tomahawks in inventories of 
trade goods indicate their diplomatic as well as commercial role on the frontier.  As Anglo-
French tensions flared in the Ohio Country, the pipe tomahawk quickly became an item in the 
stock of goods used by the British to woo and keep Indian allies. 
The Seven Years' War spurred the mass production of pipe tomahawks and altered the 
context of their exchange.  In 1756, the British Crown centralized its administration of Indian 
affairs under two Indian Superintendents—William Johnson for the northern colonies and 
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Edmond Atkin for the southern colonies—both of whom placed pipe tomahawks on lists of 
goods they ordered from British suppliers.  Johnson had been keeping accounts of his distribution 
of Indian goods since serving as New York’s Indian agent in the 1740s, but his first reference to 
pipe tomahawks comes from a list of goods he prepared for his London agents in November 
1756, in which he included an entry for “500 Pipe Hatchets neat & Strong without Handles.”25  
In a similar list prepared to supply the southern Indian superintendency in 1757, Atkin included 
“200 Pipe Hatchets, neat and strong, without Handles.”26 
Johnson’s and Atkin’s inventory lists are the first indications of British ironworkers 
making this item.  In a list from October 1757, Atkin noted that while a blacksmith in the frontier 
town of Winchester, Virginia made pipe tomahawks at 10 shillings a piece, they could be had for 
less than 5 shillings a piece in England.27  The crown’s appointment of Indian superintendents 
and the outbreak of the Seven Years’ War no doubt stimulated this production.  Prior to the war, 
blacksmiths in such frontier communities as Shamokin and Winchester may have been producing 
pipe tomahawks for the local Indian trade, but they could not meet the demand generated by 
Johnson and Atkin as they conducted diplomacy and outfitted warriors.  The Indian 
superintendents' ability to draw on the royal treasury for their expenses enabled them to order 
large quantities of such goods from British suppliers, who produced them at a cheaper rate than 
colonial craftsmen. 
Hints as to how Johnson and Atkin intended to distribute these pipe tomahawks are also 
found on these lists.  Both men organized their lists by placing similar goods together: cloth and 
clothing, weapons and ammunition, metalwares, jewelry and novelties.  Johnson clearly intended 
for the pipe tomahawks he distributed to be used as weapons, for he placed them among firearms, 
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swords, and knives.  Atkin, on the other hand, varied his placement of pipe tomahawks on his 
lists, suggesting he intended multiple uses for them.  On the 1757 list in which he ordered 200 
pipe tomahawks, he placed this entry among items having to do with tobacco and smoking: 50 
gross clay pipes, 200 steel tongs "for striking Fire", and 200 "Burning Glasses for kindling 
[fire]".28  On another list from that same year, he included pipe tomahawks twice: once among 
items intended for outfitting Indians for war and again among “Provisions to be supplied them 
wherever they are.”29  Thus, unlike Johnson, Atkin juxtaposed pipe tomahawks with items 
associated with smoking, and therefore leisure and diplomacy, as well as with fighting.  
Another difference between Johnson’s and Atkin’s lists in 1756-57 suggests a variation in 
the distribution of pipe tomahawks between the northern and southern colonies.  In the lists cited 
above, Johnson ordered “pipe hatchets” but not regular hatchets.  Atkin, on the other hand, 
ordered pipe tomahawks and trade hatchets, with the former usually in much smaller quantities 
than the latter.  For example, on his October 1757 list, Atkin ordered 100 tomahawks for 
outfitting Indian warriors, breaking that total into quantities of “80. common ones” and “20. 
Pipe.”  Under the category of goods “to be supplied them wherever they are,” he listed “90. plain 
Tomohawks” and “20. Pipe d[itt]o.”30  When compared to orders placed by Johnson in the same 
period, Atkin’s lists indicate a smaller distribution of pipe tomahawks in the southern colonies, 
intended to supplement but not replace the distribution of trade hatchets.  In fact, after Atkin’s 
initial imports in 1757-58, the pipe tomahawk is rarely mentioned in subsequent eighteenth-
century inventories of trade goods for the Southeast. 
The French were also supplying the North American fur trade during the eighteenth 
century, and there is some limited evidence of the pipe tomahawk in French sources.  The French 
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term for the pipe tomahawk, casse-tête à calumet, does not show up on French trade lists until 
very late in the French colonial period.  In a study of the records of Montreal merchants 
supplying posts in the western Great Lakes between 1715 and 1758, Dean L. Anderson found 
references to axes and tomahawks, but none to pipe tomahawks.31  In a study of Indian goods 
distributed by French traders in the Southeast between 1701 and 1763, Gregory A. Waselkov 
found reference to pipe tomahawks only in 1760.32  Southeastern nations such as the Creeks 
traded with both the British and French, but they acquired the bulk of their manufactured goods 
from the former and mostly powder and shot from the latter.  The few pipe tomahawks recovered 
from eighteenth-century Creek burial sites are of design similar to those found along the 
Virginia-Pennsylvania-New York frontier, suggesting British origin.33  An extensive excavation 
of Fort Michilimackinac, a center of the eighteenth-century French fur trade in the western Great 
Lakes, turned up 23 common trade axes but no pipe tomahawks.34  An archaeological survey of a 
nearby Ottawa-Chippewa cemetery dating between 1740 and 1765 uncovered only one pipe 
tomahawk among grave goods associated with 108 burials.35  The spontoon tomahawk, 
distinguished by its knife-like blade, was a French variation of the trade hatchet, and it 
sometimes featured a pipe bowl.  But such specimens typically date to the Great Lakes region 
between 1775 and 1820, well after the pipe tomahawk was established on the mid-Atlantic 
frontier.36    
As Atkin's and Johnson's accounts indicate, during the Seven Years' War pipe tomahawks 
ceased to be a novelty produced by backcountry blacksmiths and became instead part of the 
arsenal of material goods used by colonial agents to conduct intercultural diplomacy and outfit 
Indian allies.  Not surprisingly, descriptions of the pipe tomahawk from this era most often 
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associated it with Indian warfare and violence.  Atkin described almost being killed by one 
during a council at the Creek village of Tuckabatchee in September 1759, when a warrior named 
Totscadeter grew angry with the superintendent's speech and attacked him.37  Likewise, a January 
1760 newspaper report described how a group of Cherokees had almost killed a Virginia fur 
trader with a pipe tomahawk while plundering his store.38  Virginia militia officer Henry 
Timberlake, who fought in the Cherokee War of 1761-62, called the pipe tomahawk one of the 
Indians' favorite weapons: “The warlike arms used by the Cherokees are guns, bows and arrows, 
darts, scalping knives, and tommahawkes, which are hatchets; the hammer-part of which being 
made hollow, and a small hole running from thence along the shank, terminated by a small brass-
tube for the mouth, makes a compleat pipe. . . . This is one of their most useful pieces of field-
furniture, serving all the offices of hatchet, pipe, and sword; neither are the Indians less expert at 
throwing it than using it near, but will kill at a considerable distance.”39   
Images of the pipe tomahawk from this era also presented it in the context of Indian 
warfare.  The earliest published image appeared in the captivity narrative of Peter Williamson, a 
Scottish indentured servant who claimed to have spent several months as a Delaware captive at 
the outset of the Seven Years' War.  Williamson’s narrative was filled with lurid stories of Indian 
torture and scalpings, and he capitalized on its popularity by touring and exhibiting himself in 
Indian costume.  The engraving that appeared in the book's fourth edition, published in London 
in 1759, depicted Williamson in Indian dress, puffing on a pipe tomahawk (figure 4).40  The first 
published image of a pipe tomahawk in North America came several years later during the 
Paxton Boys crisis in Pennsylvania.  In late 1763, a mob from the Pennsylvania backcountry 
killed peaceful Indians in Conestoga and Lancaster and threatened to do the same in 
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Philadelphia.41  Several anonymous prints appeared in 1764 in support of the mob, and in one, 
the German bleeds and bears the furs, an Indian brandishing a pipe tomahawk rides on the back 
of a wounded colonist (figure 5). 
These early images, both of which offer further evidence of the pipe tomahawk's origin 
on the mid-Atlantic frontier, present it as a weapon used by a cruel and depraved enemy.  In the 
Williamson engraving, the subject holds his pipe tomahawk in one hand and an unsheathed 
scalping knife in the other, while in the background Indians torture a captive tied to a tree.  In the 
Paxton Boys cartoon, an Indian waves his pipe tomahawk above a scene of frontier carnage that 
includes a scalping victim, dismembered babies, and otherwise mutilated corpses.  Of course, 
there is no evidence that the Indians who bargained with Anton Schmidt for pipe tomahawks at 
Shamokin in 1748 had violence in mind.  Rather, the Seven Years' War linked the pipe 
tomahawk to racial violence in the European imagination, associating it with a kind of warfare 
that included scalping, mutilation, and the murder of non-combatants.  This presentation of the 
pipe tomahawk was consistent with race-based arguments used by Anglo-Americans and the 
British during the Seven Years' War to justify fighting Indians by means that transgressed 
conventional rules of war.42  In such words and images, Britons and Anglo-Americans made the 
pipe tomahawk an emblem of Indian savagery, in spite of the obvious role that colonial 
craftsmen, traders, and officials played in its production and distribution. 
 
Indian Uses of the Pipe Tomahawk 
 
 Despite European associations of it with warfare and violence, the pipe tomahawk was 
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much too versatile to be confined to use strictly as a weapon.  Even as its centralized distribution 
by royal Indian agents declined in the period between the Seven Years' War and American 
Revolution, Indians continued to incorporate it into their material culture, and in doing so, 
attached social and ideological significance to it independent of the Anglo-American perception 
of it as a weapon.  The transculturation between European technology and native consumer tastes 
that produced this object in the 1740s continued to shape its material evolution into the 
nineteenth century.  The Indians' multifaceted use of pipe tomahawks, while muted in some 
documentary sources by the authors' fixation on the tomahawk's violent connotations, can be 
recovered from other archaeological, textual, and visual sources that recognized its utility in the 
Indians' trade, work, leisure, and diplomacy. 
 After the Seven Years' War, the pipe tomahawk appeared less frequently in inventories of 
trade goods and in much smaller quantities than during the war.  Under the ill-advised policy of 
Jeffrey Amherst, the British cut back considerably on their Indian presents after the war, 
especially those that could function as weapons, but Indians still demanded a steady supply of 
trade goods at western posts. 43  Two lists for the northern colonies from 1761 included pipe 
tomahawks among necessary Indian goods.44  Three years later, however, in a comprehensive list 
for the northern Indian superintendency, Johnson included 10,000 "axes" at three shillings each 
(the price of a typical trade hatchet), but did not mention pipe tomahawks.45  Accounts from the 
mercantile firm of Baynton, Wharton, and Morgan which supplied trading posts in the Ohio 
country in the 1760s listed a wide variety of Indian goods but rarely mentioned pipe 
tomahawks.46  The same story seemed to apply for the southern colonies.  Atkin's successor as 
southern Indian superintendent, John Stuart, did not include pipe tomahawks on a 1767 list of 
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trade good tariffs he negotiated with the Creek Indians, although there was an entry for "hatchets 
. . . . according to size".47  A combination of factors seem to have contributed to the reduced 
distribution of pipe tomahawks after the Seven Years' War: their higher cost relative to common 
trade hatchets, a lingering British association of them with Indian warfare, and the declining need 
to use them as presents with which to court Indian allies.   
 On the one hand, this decrease in the supply of pipe tomahawks would suggest that by the 
1760s, the balance of power within intercultural diplomacy and the fur trade had shifted so 
decisively in favor of the British that Indians had no choice but to accept the goods offered to 
them.  Indians, however, remained interested in pipe tomahawks, and the archaeological record 
provides details about their continuing influence on the production and use of this object that the 
documentary record lacks.48  The variety in materials and sizes found in eighteenth-century pipe 
tomahawks suggests local rather than centralized production, most likely by colonial blacksmiths 
responding to Indian demand even after the Crown's Indian superintendents had ceased ordering 
pipe tomahawks from British suppliers.49  Blacksmiths forged them using "belt" iron, long strips 
that could be folded over and worked into a hatchet head, leaving a tear-drop or oval shaped eye 
for inserting a handle.  Scrap iron, such as from damaged gun barrels, could also be used for this 
purpose.  British and Anglo-American pipe tomahawk heads had a "half-hatchet" design, 
meaning the blade was flared only at the edge pointing to the handle.  Sometimes the head may 
have been made out of brass, a much softer metal, but in such cases the maker usually rendered it 
functional as a striking device by inserting an iron or steel cutting edge into the blade (figure 6).50 
 Decoration on pipe tomahawk blades and bowls prior to the Revolutionary Era was minimal.  
Extant examples reveal some decorative filings and rudimentary engravings, such as floral 
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patterns.  Two eighteenth-century examples from the Smithsonian Institution collection have had 
tally marks notched into the blade.51   
 The pipe bowl was also manufactured out of iron or brass.  During the eighteenth century, 
it was typically rounded and shaped like an inverted acorn, tapering toward the top.  This shape 
imitated the "Micmac bowls" of native pipes manufactured out of stone by Algonquian peoples 
in the Northeast.  On native-made pipes, Micmac bowls usually sat upon narrow stems that were 
connected to a rectangular stone base.  The same design is evident on eighteenth-century pipe 
tomahawks, with the hatchet's poll (the flat side opposite the blade) serving as the base for the 
stem.  This distinctive bowl shape is further evidence of the pipe tomahawk's origin in the 
Northeast and the influence of native aesthetics on its design.52  No contemporary commented on 
whether Indians preferred smoking from metal pipe bowls to European clay pipes or stone pipes 
of their own manufacture, but the presence of dottle, the residue of burned tobacco, in the bowls 
of museum pieces proves that they were used for that purpose.  A great material advantage of the 
pipe tomahawk, as noted by Peter Williamson in an otherwise specious account of the object's 
origin, was its durability.53  It was less likely than clay pipes to be broken or misplaced.  
Nevertheless, Indians continued to make their own pipes, and a study of native archaeological 
sites in the Great Lakes-Riverine region shows a preference by Indians for native pipes over 
European ones during the eighteenth century.54  Indian smokers, in other words, may have found 
a metal pipe bowl in the Micmac style a pleasing addition to the trade hatchet, but they appear to 
have used the pipe tomahawk as a smoking device mostly as an occasional substitute, not a 
replacement, for native-manufactured pipes. 
 The size of pipe tomahawk heads varied considerably, more evidence of local rather than 
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centralized production.  Early examples may be divided into three categories--small, medium, 
and large--based upon their weight and overall length (see Table 1).  Small pipe tomahawks, 
weighing in the vicinity of 200 grams, lacked the heft necessary to serve as chopping tools, but 
the medium and large sizes (weighing in the range of 400 and 600 grams, respectively) could 
function quite well as tools and weapons.  The dimensions of the bowl tended to remain constant 
between the sizes; greater variation was evident in the blade: the heavier the pipe tomahawk, the 
longer and wider its blade and more diversified its functions.  The lighter the pipe tomahawk, the 
more likely it was to be limited to use as a smoking device or presentation piece.  Variances in 
the size, design, and composition of pipe tomahawks did not occur in a linear evolution.  
Considerable variety was present from the start, indicating that local blacksmiths continued 
making them in response to Indian demand, even after royal Indian agents decreased their 
importation of them after the Seven Years' War.  In form and function, the pipe tomahawk 
remained an object of negotiation, and Native American uses and preferences continued to shape 
its production through the eighteenth century. 
  
Table 1: Comparative Sizes of Early Pipe Tomahawk Heads (c. 1750-1820) 
Size Weight Height* Blade Length Bowl Length 
Small ~200 grams ~14 cm. ~8 cm. ~4 cm. 
Medium ~400 grams ~18 cm. ~10 cm. ~4 cm. 
Large ~600 grams ~21 cm. ~12 cm. ~4 cm. 
* measured from top of bowl to lowest point of blade. 
Source: measurements based on collections of NMAI, CRC; SI, MSC; and RMSC. 
 
   
 It is harder to gain a sense of what handles for eighteenth-century pipe tomahawks looked 
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like because wood rots quickly when interred, but contemporary reports attribute this part of the 
production process to Indians.  Thomas Anburey, a British officer in Burgoyne's 1777 campaign, 
observed that after Indians purchased pipe tomahawks from traders, they would “take off the 
wooden handle, and substitute in its stead a hollow cane one, which they do in a curious 
manner.”55  Recall that when Johnson and Atkin ordered pipe tomahawks for their Indian 
agencies during the Seven Years' War, they specified that they come without handles, perhaps 
out of deference to the Indians’ skill and preferences in manufacturing this part themselves.    
Early examples of pipe tomahawk handles include such materials as brass tacks, coiled wire, and 
plaited quills worked into their design, as well as decorative carvings and burn marks.  In the 
latter part of the eighteenth century and well into the nineteenth, the decoration of pipe tomahawk 
handles grew more elaborate, incorporating silver and brass inlays, bands, and mouthpieces.  
Decoratively carved handles survive from the nineteenth century; one noteworthy example from 
the Seminole Indians of Florida features an alligator effigy.56  Nineteenth-century pipe 
tomahawks often had handles with small, perforated protuberances, through which Indians 
threaded leather thongs decorated with beads, feathers, bits of cloth or metal, and even animal 
parts.57 Through such customization, an Indian turned a commodity into a personal possession, 
invested with a singularity that increased its value to its owner, and later, collectors.58 
 The social and ideological value that Indians associated with the pipe tomahawk is 
demonstrated in its use as a grave good.  During the Reverend Samuel Kirkland's stay in a Seneca 
village in 1764-65, he attended the burial of a chief's son and saw a pipe tomahawk placed 
among other goods in the coffin.59  The adult male burial that yielded the pipe tomahawk from 
the Seneca Huntoon site described above also included among its grave goods a brass kettle, an 
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iron axe, an iron strike-a-light, five gunflints, scissors, a curved knife, a clasp knife, and a 
carving knife.  Judging from the positioning of the objects in this subterranean hardware store, 
the corpse held the axe in one hand and the pipe tomahawk in the other.60  Other eighteenth-
century burial sites that have yielded pipe tomahawks have likewise contained a trove of other 
goods.  Pipe tomahawks placed in such burials indicate this object's importance as a prestige 
good.  Grave goods served as status markers: generally, the more lavish the supply, the higher the 
status of the person they accompanied.61 
 When Guy Johnson, a nephew of Sir William Johnson who succeeded his uncle as a royal 
Indian superintendent, wanted to discount the violence associated with the tomahawk for a 
London correspondent in 1776, he wrote, “the Tomahawk which is so much talked of, is seldom 
used but to smoak thro’, or to cut wood with.”  Almost seventy years later, George Catlin echoed 
that sentiment when he described pipe tomahawks as "the most valued of an Indian's weapons, 
inasmuch as they are a matter of luxury, and useful for cutting his fire-wood, &c. in time of 
peace."62  Such observations attest to the value Indians placed in this object's versatility, which is 
also evident in visual images from the 1760s and 1770s.  Unlike images from the Seven Years' 
War, those produced between 1765 and 1777 showed Indians using the pipe tomahawk in 
peaceful contexts of trade, leisure, and diplomacy.  Consider for example cartouches used to 
illustrate maps of British North America.  For a 1765 map of the Ohio country, Philadelphia 
engraver Henry Dawkins produced two cartouches, both of which featured Indians’ using pipe 
tomahawks in peaceful contexts.63  One presents a camp scene with several Indians gathered 
around a fire; two of the seated Indians smoke from pipe tomahawks (figure 7).  The second 
cartouche is of a treaty council, and it depicts two seated Indians who are smoking while 
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listening to a speech; the view of one is obscured, but the other clearly holds a pipe tomahawk 
(figure 8).64  Another cartouche, from A Map of the Inhabited Part of Canada . . ., engraved by 
William Faden and published in London in 1777, presents an Indian resting on his haunches and 
smoking from a pipe tomahawk while he watches a compatriot exchange an animal pelt for trade 
goods with a British merchant and sailor (figure 9).   
This last scene, of an Indian smoking a pipe tomahawk while engaged in trade, 
complements a comic scene from J. Hector St. John de Creveceour's Letters from an American 
Farmer.  In the most famous essay from that collection, “What is an American?” Creveceour told 
the story of Andrew the Hebridean, a Scottish indentured servant on the Pennsylvania frontier.  
One day, Andrew returns from work to find a party of nine Indians relaxing in his master’s home 
with furs to trade.  Andrew confronts the Indians, but they laugh at him and by gesturing with 
their tomahawks, threaten to scalp him.  Fearing for his life, Andrew runs two miles to the 
meeting house, where he tells his master that “nine monsters were come to his house—some 
blue, some red, and some black; that they had little axes in their hands out of which they smoked 
[emphasis added]; and that like highlanders, they had no breeches; [and] that they were 
devouring all his victuals.”65  Although Creveceour's rendering of this scene plays upon 
European associations of the tomahawk with savagery (a point driven home by his not-so-subtle 
comparison of Indians to Scottish Highlanders), its reference to Indians smoking from their 
tomahawks reveals other uses for this object.  Andrew expected violence when he saw the 
Indians, but he had actually stumbled upon them in a moment of leisure, enjoying a smoke while 
they waited to trade with his master.   
 The archaeological, visual, and textual record indicates that the first generation of Indians 
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to use the pipe tomahawk valued it for much more than its use as a weapon.  It offered a veritable 
Swiss Army knife's range of applications in their daily affairs, as well as conferring prestige on 
its owner in this life and the next.  Indians influenced the design of the pipe tomahawk, the bowl 
of which imitated their native stone pipes, and they participated in the production process by 
making and customizing handles.  They found the same uses for it as they did for the more 
common trade hatchet, with the notable addition that they could smoke out of it.  A good 
example of the Indians' regard for this multifaceted utility is a 1793 newspaper report relating 
that Indians who had set a captive free in Kentucky outfitted him with "a knife and pipe 
tomahawk," tools that they no doubt expected him to find useful on his journey home.66 
 
Smoke Signals: The Pipe Tomahawk as a Prestige Good 
 
The outbreak of the American Revolution in 1775 initiated a protracted contest between 
native and colonial peoples for dominion over eastern North America that did not end until 1815. 
 In that time, the pipe tomahawk continued to evolve as a tool, smoking device, and weapon, but 
the most significant change occurred in its function as a prestige good associated with European-
Indian diplomacy.  Gift exchange and tobacco smoking were important parts of Native American 
diplomatic rituals, and well before the emergence of the pipe tomahawk, an intercultural parlance 
had developed that included such metaphors as “take up the hatchet,”  “bury the hatchet,” and 
"smoke the peace pipe" for making war and peace.  The pipe tomahawk, with its dualistic 
function so evident in its form, served as a useful presentation piece on such occasions.  Indians 
and Europeans alike came to regard it as a symbol of martial power on the one hand and alliance 
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on the other.  As its use as a diplomatic gift increased, its design changed, incorporating new 
materials to create singular pieces that embodied the power and prestige of their givers and 
possessors.  By the mid-nineteenth century, the form and function of this object had shifted so 
much that its original uses as a tool and weapon became secondary to its importance as an object 
of diplomacy. 
The pipe tomahawk naturally suited customs and habits related to tobacco smoking and 
intercultural diplomacy.  Among Indian peoples east of the Mississippi, tobacco was commonly 
incorporated into ceremonies associated with healing, religion, and hospitality. 67  Indians 
smoked when they met in diplomatic councils because they believed in tobacco’s ability to purge 
bad feelings and encourage clear thinking among the smokers.68  The calumet ceremony—what 
Europeans often referred to as “smoking the peace pipe”—was a pre-Columbian custom that 
spread eastward from the Plains to southern and northern Algonquian peoples during the colonial 
era.69  By the mid-eighteenth century, even Iroquoian peoples who had not previously 
participated in ceremonies associated with the calumet were encountering this object with 
increasing frequency at treaty conferences convened in New York and Pennsylvania with 
Catawbas, Cherokees, Delawares, and Shawnees.70   
Indians and their colonial counterparts smoked incessantly at such treaty conferences.  
Treaty records often refer to the distribution of clay pipes and tobacco among Indians by their 
European hosts at the outset of their proceedings and during “entertainments” before and 
afterwards.71  The sheer amount of smoking that Indians engaged in during such councils could 
annoy or discomfort European observers.72  By the 1760s, pipe tomahawks were found among 
the smoking devices used on such occasions.  The Indians’ use of them was described with 
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wonderful clarity by Continental Army officer Joseph Bloomfield, who attended treaty councils 
in the Mohawk Valley in 1776: “It is really surprising to see what an assuming behavior those 
Savages put on whilst in Council.  They sett in their Indian painted warlike dress with their 
Indian Tomahawks with Pipes (the handle of the Tomahawk being the tube and the head of the 
Hatchet the Bole) and smoaking with such a confident air of Dignity and Superiority as if they 
were above all other being mad[e] and their Authority extended over the whole Earth.”73  A 
powder horn carved by a British officer at the Fort Picolata treaty in Florida in 1765 (figure 10) 
depicts a similar scene, although this one shows British officers, as well as Indians, smoking 
from the “Indian Tomahawks” described by Bloomfield.  
Treaty records often refer to smoking and pipes as part of diplomatic ritual but do not 
specify as to whether pipe tomahawks were used in such a manner.  The descriptions cited above 
testify to the use of this object at treaty councils when participants listened to speeches or 
gathered informally, but they do not describe pipe tomahawks being used as ceremonial objects.  
There is some evidence that they did occasionally serve as substitutes for native-made calumets.  
In a description of the calumet ceremony from his memoir of the Seven Years’ War, French 
soldier Charles Bonin noted that “There are some tribes that present it [the calumet] when they 
go to war.  Then, instead of the calumet, it is the tomahawk which they smoke in the same way.  
The head opposite its sharp edge is shaped like a pipe, and the handle is pierced lengthwise.”74  
At a treaty conference in Albany in 1775, colonial commissioners presented a “great pipe” that 
they smoked with their Iroquois counterparts at the outset of negotiations.  The Indians accepted 
this gift and promised to bring it home with them, where it would serve as “our council-pipe.”  
The minutes do not state that this particular pipe was a pipe tomahawk, but the description of its 
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design--“on one side the tree of peace, on the other a council-fire”—suggests engravings on 
opposite sides of a pipe tomahawk’s blade.75  These two examples of ritual presentation and 
smoking of a pipe tomahawk are noteworthy for their rarity; references to native-made calumets 
are much more common on such occasions.  Nonetheless, these examples reveal that the 
functional duality of the pipe tomahawk also made it symbolically versatile in diplomatic 
proceedings.  In Bonin’s case, it served as a specific type of calumet for declaring war or "taking 
up the hatchet.”  In the Albany case, it was used to confirm peace and friendship.   
These rare instances of the pipe tomahawk's use as a ceremonial pipe call to mind the 
selectivity Indians exhibited in general when using European-manufactured pipes.  As already 
noted above, the archaeological record from the eighteenth century shows a marked preference 
among Indians in the Northeast for pipes of their own manufacture, and as a smoking device, the 
pipe tomahawk appears to have been used chiefly as a substitute rather than as a replacement for 
native pipes.  The paucity of references to pipe tomahawks used as calumets suggests that the 
same practice occurred in diplomacy.  Even as the fur trade transformed Indian gender roles and 
subsistence patterns, leading to the abandonment of many native forms of production in favor of 
European substitutes, Indian males continued to cultivate tobacco and fashion pipes for ritual 
use.76  European pipes, and the pipe tomahawk in particular, never supplanted the calumet's role 
in diplomacy because that was an arena of intercultural contact over which Indians continued to 
exert considerable power even as their material dependence on European goods increased.  Yet, 
the pipe tomahawk did acquire symbolic value because its form called to mind the rituals and 
language of diplomatic negotiation.  This mental association is evident in native use of catlinite 
to make pipe tomahawks in the nineteenth century.  Catlinite is a soft red stone ideal for carving 
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but ill-suited for use as a striking tool.  Indians commonly used it to make calumets, and after 
1850, they began fashioning pipe tomahawk heads out of catlinite as well.  The blades on such 
pieces are small and without edge.  Such pipe tomahawks could not function as tools or weapons, 
but the presence of their vestigial blades allowed them to convey meaning in diplomatic contexts 
as symbols of "taking up" or "burying" the hatchet.77 
The pipe tomahawk's significance as an object of diplomacy rested primarily in its 
association with Indian leadership.  As early as the Seven Years' War, there is evidence that 
Indians incorporated pipe tomahawks into their costume as marks of chiefly distinction.  A news 
item in the February 5, 1756 edition of the Pennsylvania Gazette reported that a Pennsylvania 
militia party had skirmished with a party of Delawares, killing two of the Indians and taking from 
them scalps, matchcoats, guns, and “a fine Pipe Hatchet.”  The militiamen believed one of their 
victims was "the famous Captain Jacobs", an erroneous identification perhaps encouraged by the 
pipe tomahawk included in their loot.78  In an account entry from October, 15, 1757, the British 
commandant of Fort Augusta (built on the site of Shamokin) charged to Delaware chief 
Teedyuscung a regimental coat, gold-laced hat, ruffled shirt, and pipe tomahawk.  When 
Delaware leader White Eyes died in western Pennsylvania in 1778, an inventory of his 
possessions included a silver peace medal, scarlet silk jacket trimmed with gold lace, beaver hat, 
and pipe tomahawk.  These references suggest that the pipe tomahawk quickly found its way into 
the costume of Indian leaders, who regarded it as a prestige good similar to the medals, gorgets, 
ruffled shirts, and laced hats that colonial agents often presented to chiefs as marks of 
distinction.79    
Another clue to the early association of pipe tomahawks with chiefly status has to do with 
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the quantities of this object relative to trade hatchets on inventories of Indian goods.  As already 
noted, in the southern colonies, Indian Superintendent Atkin ordered pipe tomahawks in smaller 
quantities than trade hatchets, suggesting that he distributed the former item with greater 
discrimination than the latter.80  Likewise, an inventory of Indian goods sent to Fort Pitt in 
February 1759 listed 96 tomahawks but only 16 pipe tomahawks.81  In 1761, Johnson included 
pipe tomahawks on a list of goods necessary for his Indian superintendency, yet they were not 
included on price schedules for Indian goods at Detroit and Fort Pitt from that same year.  This 
apparent contradiction suggests that by 1761, Johnson considered this item a gift to be given to 
Indians rather than a commodity to be sold to them.82 
During the Revolutionary and Early National eras, customized pipe tomahawks became 
an accessory sought after by Indians and Europeans alike.  Such pieces featured silver or brass 
inlays, silver or wire bands around the handles, and engravings with the names of the maker, 
giver, and recipient or the date and place of the exchange.83  Pieces identified as belonging to 
chiefs of the Seneca, Shawnee, Cherokee, Miami, and Chippewa nations during this period 
survive in museum collections, and they also appear as chiefly accoutrements in late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth-century portraits and prints.84  When Mohawk chief Joseph Brant traveled to 
London at the outset of the American Revolution for an audience with King George III, he had 
his portrait painted by George Romney.  This painting presents Brant as a dignified ally of the 
British crown, displaying a number of objects associated with Indian diplomacy, including a 
silver gorget with the royal arms around his neck and a pipe tomahawk held at his side.85  A rare 
engraving from the late eighteenth century shows an Indian, most likely Brant, in similar pose 
and costume, holding a pipe tomahawk in the same way (figure 11).86  Red Jacket, another 
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Iroquois leader of the Early National Era, posed for a portrait that incorporated a pipe tomahawk 
in a similar manner.87  
 British officers who served in America during the Revolutionary Era also appropriated 
the pipe tomahawk as a symbol of prestige and authority.  Some had elaborate, customized 
versions made while they were in America, and others carried samples back with them to Britain. 
 The earliest example of such a piece can be dated by the "1760" engraved on its brass head.  
Also engraved on the head are the letter "R" (perhaps a maker's mark or owner's initial) and an 
image of scales, a symbol of intercultural trade as well as justice meted out, either of which 
would have appealed to a military officer involved in Indian affairs.  This intriguing piece, now 
in the National Museum of the American Indian, was purchased by a nineteenth-century collector 
in London, suggesting that it may have found its way to Britain as the possession of a veteran 
officer.88  Another example was made by Pennsylvania gunsmith Richard Butler in the 1770s.  It 
features a silver plated head engraved with the names of the maker ("R: Butler") and owner 
("Lt/Maclellan") and decorated with a sun motif; the handle features native quillwork.89  Arent 
Schuyler DePeyster, a Dutch-American officer in the British army who served on the Great Lakes 
frontier, brought a pipe tomahawk and a collection of other Indian artifacts with him when he 
settled in Scotland with his wife after the American Revolution.90  John Caldwell, a Scottish 
officer stationed at Fort Niagara during the Revolution, did likewise and posed for his portrait 
draped in Indian goods, including a pipe tomahawk held in his left hand (figure 12).91   
 The ways in which Indian chiefs and European military officers incorporated pipe 
tomahawks into their self-presentation reveals much about how each group defined this object's 
role as a prestige good.  It is easy to imagine that at treaty conferences where Indians and 
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Europeans of all types rubbed shoulders, a pipe tomahawk customized with unique inlays became 
along with a laced hat and ruffled shirt a mutually recognized cue of authority for chiefs and 
officers.  In making it a part of their costume before European audiences, Indian chiefs such a 
Joseph Brant used the pipe tomahawk as visual shorthand for their autonomy and equality with 
their European counterparts.  On the other hand, military officers who placed pipe tomahawks in 
their cabinets of curiosities or posed with them in portraits regarded this object as a souvenir, 
evidence of their foreign travels and encounters with exotic others, over whom they had exerted 
power.  Caldwell's portrait is a billboard declaring his American service, and the pipe tomahawk 
he holds in his left hand, pointing to the war belt in his right, offers visual testimony of his role in 
the British imperial project.92 
For Europeans and Indians alike, the pipe tomahawk served double duty between 1775 
and 1815 as a prestige good and tool.  Not coincidentally, this period marked the high tide for the 
pipe tomahawk’s artistry and versatility.  So long as it remained important to recruit and arm 
Indian allies, pipe tomahawks continued to have iron or steel blades heavy and sharp enough to 
make them deadly weapons.  A visitor to Fort Pitt in 1775 noted their use in this manner when he 
observed the unburied remains of soldiers killed during Braddock's Defeat twenty years earlier: 
"We could not find one whole skull, all of them broke to pieces in the upper part, some of them 
had holes broken in them about an inch in diameter, suppose it to be done with a Pipe 
Tomahawk."93  Archaeological evidence of the pipe tomahawk's use as a weapon during the 
Revolutionary Era comes from the excavation of a cemetery at the site of Fort Laurens in eastern 
Ohio.  During its occupation by Continental soldiers in 1778-79, Fort Laurens faced constant 
Indian hostilities.  Archaeologists found cut and hack marks consistent with tomahawking and 
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scalping on 19 of the 21 sets of human remains in the fort's cemetery.  Tomahawk blades left 
distinctive long, narrow cuts in the skull.  Four skulls featured a circular depressed cranial 
fracture that appears to have been made with a spherical or cylindrical object, perhaps the bowl 
of a pipe tomahawk.94   
In 1809, a U.S. Indian agent who oversaw the distribution of goods at western posts sent 
explicit instructions to a supplier in Philadelphia about quality control in the manufacture of pipe 
tomahawks.  He enclosed a sample that was "exactly such as the northern Tribes require and is 
made for the use of edge as well as pipe."  The agent complained that pipe tomahawks previously 
made in Philadelphia were "unfit for use" as cutting tools or weapons, "quite too light and 
tawdry," and fit only for giving away "to the old men to smoke with and use in their dances."  He 
asked for 100 or 200 made from an enclosed model, warning that the pipe bowls "must be made 
in the solid and not screwed, brazed or welded on," so that they could withstand blows made with 
the tomahawk.  The blade had to be of tempered steel and carry a "good edge[,] the thickness and 
weight nearly as possible similar to the model."95 
On the other hand, customized presentation pieces produced in this era varied in size and 
composition, incorporating softer metals such as brass and pewter and heads small enough to fit 
into the palm of a hand.  These pieces functioned as gifts rather than as commodities, and 
therefore had different uses and meanings.96  Their purpose was to ascribe social characteristics 
to the parties involved in their exchange: to denote the prestige of the recipient, the generosity of 
the giver, the friendship between them, or the weightiness of the occasion on which they met.  In 
portraiture, they signaled the subject's elevated status and diplomatic credentials.  In person, their 
customized heads, handles, engravings, and inlays served as markers of personal identity, 
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testaments of expertise that could be presented to strangers at a diplomatic parlay. 
 The experiences of the Lewis and Clark expedition highlight the pipe tomahawk's 
multifaceted meanings and uses on both sides of the cultural divide during the Early National 
period.  Members of the expedition used pipe tomahawks themselves but also exchanged them 
with Indians they encountered.  One member lamented leaving his pipe tomahawk behind at the 
previous day's camp, for he used it "common[ly] to Smoak in."97  A dismayed William Clark 
reported his pipe tomahawk stolen by a group of Indians on the Columbia River.  Passing 
through the same region five months later, Clark's party recovered the purloined pipe tomahawk 
from another group of Indians, who had supposedly stolen it from the first.  A few days later, 
Clark traded the same pipe tomahawk to an Indian chief who admired its brass bowl.  When 
another pipe tomahawk was subsequently stolen from the expedition, Clark had to trade two 
strands of beads and two horses to retrieve it from an Indian family intending to use it as a grave 
good.98  The value Clark and his compatriots placed on their pipe tomahawks is evident in the 
energy they devoted to retrieving them when they went missing.  Likewise, the value Indians 
placed on these objects is apparent in the literal horse-trading in which Clark had to engage to 
recover them. 
In the early nineteenth century, the pipe tomahawk's rising significance as an object of 
diplomacy led to its appearance on peace medals distributed by the United States government.  
Imitating European precedents, in 1801 the federal government produced a silver medal for use 
in Indian diplomacy that featured a bust of President Jefferson on one side and on the other, two 
clasped hands under a crossed pipe and hatchet, framed by the motto “PEACE AND 
FRIENDSHIP.”  This design was used until 1850, with the President's bust updated periodically 
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to reflect subsequent occupants of the office.  After Jefferson's administration, a more subtle 
change occurred in the design on the reverse: a pipe tomahawk replaced the hatchet (figure 13).99 
 This alteration reflected the two important semiotic advantages of the pipe tomahawk over the 
common trade hatchet: it could convey impressions of chiefly power and negotiation, and it 
could serve simultaneously as a symbol of war and peace. It was at once less martial than a trade 
hatchet (and therefore less threatening to European viewers of this image), but more evocative of 
the prestige that a peace medal was supposed to bestow upon its wearer. 
After 1815, contractors for the United States government manufactured fewer pipe 
tomahawks from forged iron and more from cast iron and brass.  These pieces tended to be 
weaker, and after 1830 they featured steel edges less often.  Pipe tomahawk heads became 
smaller and lighter and their pipe bowls grew taller and narrower, form following function as 
diplomatic and ceremonial uses eclipsed more martial ones.100  The elevation of the pipe 
tomahawk as a presentation piece over its other uses is apparent in nineteenth-century images of 
Indians.  While eighteenth-century images depicted Indians using this item in a variety of ways 
from war to trade to leisure, in the age of photography, the pipe tomahawk usually appeared as a 
prop in portraits of Indian chiefs visiting Washington, D.C., signaling the authority of a chief 
who had traveled east to negotiate surrender to the federal government on behalf of his people 
(figure 14).101   
The pipe tomahawk began the nineteenth century as a symbol of Indian prestige and 
power in diplomacy and warfare; by the end of the century, it had been de-clawed and 
domesticated.  After 1870, private collectors purchased pipe tomahawks on Indian reservations 
for placement in curio cabinets and museums.  Some white and Indian craftsmen continued to 
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produce them for the tourist trade that developed on Indian reservations during the early decades 
of the twentieth century.  Today they are made for sale to historical re-enactors and other 
hobbyists.  In the century and a half since Melville and Morgan described the pipe tomahawk, its 
use in these contexts, overwhelmingly by whites interested in "playing Indian" rather than Indians 
themselves, has transformed it from a symbol of Indian autonomy into one of European 




 In the Smithsonian Institution's collections, there is a pipe tomahawk noteworthy not only 
for its artistry, but also for the story it tells about the individuals responsible for its creation, 
exchange, and preservation.  Tom Hill was a Delaware Indian who moved west from Ohio in the 
1830s and worked as a scout for the U.S. Army.  While fighting Indians in the Salinas Valley of 
California in 1847, he lost his tomahawk. Three years later, Major P. B. Reading, who had served 
with Hill in California, had a replacement custom-made for him.  The maker, W. A. Woodruff, 
created a masterpiece: the head and mouthpiece are silver, as is a serpentine inlay running the 
length of the handle (figure 15).  On one side of the blade Woodruff engraved an American 
eagle, crescent moon and stars, a bow and arrows, and a pipe tomahawk crossed with a musket 
and powder horn.  The other side features a rising sun over the date "1850" and clasped hands 
above the motto "Peace & Friendship."  Woodruff also inscribed his name and "Tom Hill from P 
B Reading" on the blade.  Hill later settled among other Delawares living in Kansas and died in 
1860; his pipe tomahawk found its way to the Smithsonian by way Reading's son, who worked as 
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a civil engineer and surveyor at the Crow Agency in Montana in the late nineteenth century.103   
 Hill's pipe tomahawk tells a number of different stories.  To Reading's son, it was a 
collector's item, a souvenir from the Indian wars of the American West.  To the senior Reading 
and to Hill, it was a gift, a reminder of the dangers and hardships they had shared in their 
California campaign.  The images engraved on the blade testified to Reading's and Hill's cross-
cultural bond.  The clasped hands and "Peace & Friendship" motto were borrowed from the 
iconography of Indian peace medals, and the rising sun and American eagle were popular 
nationalist emblems.  These same images conveyed a deep irony.  The friendship they 
commemorated was forged during the conquest of the California Indians, a particularly bloody 
episode in the long contest between natives and newcomers in North America. 
Tom Hill's pipe tomahawk is a fitting stand-in for Queequeg's fictional one.  Each was 
manufactured at about the same time, the first in a craftsman's workshop, the second in a writer's 
imagination.  Each symbolized friendship and intimacy across a cultural divide while also 
conjuring a sense of the danger and violence born of that contact.  Melville expressed that 
ambiguity in the menace and comfort that Ishmael felt in Queequeg’s tomahawk.  Likewise, 
Reading's gift to Hill honored their friendship but also evoked the racial violence of the 
American frontier.   
 American arts and literature have manufactured a savage Indian, a primitive and violent 
foil to the conquering pioneer hero.  That image, so powerfully rooted in our cultural 
imagination, cannot provide the Indians' perspective on this encounter because it comes from 
sources they did not produce.  The material record is different.  Some goods exchanged in the fur 
trade, the tomahawk in particular, did shape the image of the irredeemable savage, but Indians 
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told their own version of this story through their incorporation of these goods into their everyday 
lives.  Their use of European goods did not always come to violent or destructive ends; in fact, 
the fusion of European technology with native aesthetics could produce objects of remarkable 
innovation and enduring beauty.  Yet, this hybridity also created ambiguity.  Material objects did 
play a vital role in mediating between cultures, but they obscured as much as they clarified each 
side's perception of the other.  An object that Indians valued because it symbolized personal 
prestige and diplomatic autonomy was in the end conflated by Europeans with its plainer cousin 
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